RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: Revelation 21:9-27
Subject: The Holy City
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 156 Page: 302
Age Group: Primary: 6-8

basic supplies:
- glue
- markers
- paper
- paint

materials:
- plain cookie sheets
- hard candies, lollipops, lifesavers (lots of green, lots of gold, white and assorted colors)
- aluminum foil
- use of an oven (or toaster oven)
- knives (not sharp), ruler, glue

Teacher preparation:
- put aluminum foil on cookie sheets
- make cookie dough
- spread a tablecloth if desired
- decide on a size for your city (may be limited by size of oven)
- make a small sample (any shape) of “stained glass” cookie so you see how it works

procedure: roll dough into "pencils"
- divide children into 5 teams:
  - one team makes the streets of gold in a square of the agreed size
  - 4 teams make walls of jasper (green) with 3 gates, 3 pearls and 3 jewel foundations, 3/16 of the agreed size
- these walls and streets etc. are made of dough, firmly connected at joints and put on aluminum foil
- crush candy and put in appropriate places
- melt in oven 375° for 8-10 minutes
- when cool carefully stand up walls and glue at corners

* can include river mentioned in chapter 22

Music: first songs: 11; 35
- 12 Sons of Israel; 12 Disciples
- Lori’s tape: I Saw a New Heaven
- Liturgy: 483; 456